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Summer Book List
WITH PERSONAL FINANCE AND ECONOMIC THEMES

You Can’t Buy a Dinosaur with a Dime
Harriet Ziefert

Here’s the Scoop Follow an Ice-Cream Cone Around the World
Neale S. Godfrey

One Cent, Two Cents, Old Cent, New Cent
All About Money

Mitchell Is Moving
Marjorie Weinman Sharmat

If You Give a Mouse a Cookie
Written by Laura Numeroff
Illustrated by Felicia Bond

Arthur’s Pet Business
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You Can't Buy a Dinosaur with a Dime
by Harriet Ziefert
Join Pete in his computations as he saves, spends, and strategizes over future purchases.

Follow an Ice Cream Cone Around the World
by James McKenna and Jeannine Glista
Producers, consumers, demand and supply and resources from around the world.

One Cent, Two Cents
by Bonnie Worth
The Cat in the Hat puts to rest any notion that money grows on trees in this super simple look at numismatics, the study of money and its history.

Mitchell is Moving
by Majorie Sharmat
After sixty years in the same old place, Mitchell the dinosaur decides it's time to move. Mitchell has lots of choices to make as his resources become scarce.

If you Give a Mouse a Cookie
by Laura Joffee Numeroff
Unlimited wants, goods and services can all be found in this favorite children's book.

Arthur's Pet Business
by Marc Brown
Arthur starts his own business to show Mom and Dad that he can be responsible!